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We are developing a computer-aided detection CAD system to identify microcalcification clusters
MCCs automatically on full field digital mammograms FFDMs. The CAD system includes six
stages: preprocessing; image enhancement; segmentation of microcalcification candidates; false
positive FP reduction for individual microcalcifications; regional clustering; and FP reduction for
clustered microcalcifications. At the stage of FP reduction for individual microcalcifications, a
truncated sum-of-squares error function was used to improve the efficiency and robustness of the
training of an artificial neural network in our CAD system for FFDMs. At the stage of FP reduction
for clustered microcalcifications, morphological features and features derived from the artificial
neural network outputs were extracted from each cluster. Stepwise linear discriminant analysis
LDA was used to select the features. An LDA classifier was then used to differentiate clustered
microcalcifications from FPs. A data set of 96 cases with 192 images was collected at the University
of Michigan. This data set contained 96 MCCs, of which 28 clusters were proven by biopsy to be
malignant and 68 were proven to be benign. The data set was separated into two independent data
sets for training and testing of the CAD system in a cross-validation scheme. When one data set was
used to train and validate the convolution neural network CNN in our CAD system, the other data
set was used to evaluate the detection performance. With the use of a truncated error metric, the
training of CNN could be accelerated and the classification performance was improved. The CNN
in combination with an LDA classifier could substantially reduce FPs with a small tradeoff in
sensitivity. By using the free-response receiver operating characteristic methodology, it was found
that our CAD system can achieve a cluster-based sensitivity of 70, 80, and 90 % at 0.21, 0.61, and
1.49 FPs/image, respectively. For case-based performance evaluation, a sensitivity of 70, 80, and
90 % can be achieved at 0.07, 0.17, and 0.65 FPs/image, respectively. We also used a data set of
216 mammograms negative for clustered microcalcifications to further estimate the FP rate of our
CAD system. The corresponding FP rates were 0.15, 0.31, and 0.86 FPs/image for cluster-based
detection when negative mammograms were used for estimation of FP rates. © 2006 American
Association of Physicists in Medicine. DOI: 10.1118/1.2211710
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Breast cancer is the most frequently diagnosed cancer and
ranks second among cancer deaths in women. An estimated
211 240 new cases of invasive breast cancer and an esti-
mated 40 410 breast cancer deaths are expected to occur
among women in the United States during 2005.1 Studies
indicate that detection and treatment at an early stage can
improve the survival rate of women with breast cancer.2–4
Mammography is the most effective method to date for the
detection of breast cancer. However, it has been reported that
a substantial fraction of breast cancers which are visible
upon retrospective analyses of the images are missed
initially.5–7 The use of a computer-aided detection CAD
system as an objective “second reader” is considered to be
one of the promising approaches that may help radiologists
improve the sensitivity of mammography. The majority of
studies to date have shown that CAD can improve radiolo-
gists’ detection accuracy without substantially increasing the
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cancers and more early-stage cancers, and have lower recall
rates than general radiologists,14 the value of CAD may vary
among readers.15,16
Microcalcifications account for over 50% of all the non-
palpable lesions detected using mammography.17 Most mi-
crocalcifications represent benign conditions, but approxi-
mately 20 to 30 % of microcalcification clusters MCCs that
are biopsied when no palpable mass is present prove to be
malignant.18 A number of CAD algorithms have been devel-
oped for automated detection of microcalcifications on mam-
mograms. These algorithms can be approximately grouped
into two categories: 1 sequential stepwise approaches19–23
and 2 model-based iterative approaches.24 In sequential
stepwise approaches, a prescreening step is usually per-
formed to select microcalcification candidates at a high-
sensitivity level. In the subsequent steps, increasingly strict
criteria are used to reduce the number of the false positives
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approach,24 one of four labels background, dot structure,
line structure, and microcalcification is assigned to each
pixel. A random field model is used to model the spatial
context. The Bayesian method is then used to iteratively up-
date the labeling.
Most of these mammographic CAD algorithms were de-
veloped specifically for digitized screen-film mammograms
SFMs. In the last few years, several full-field digital mam-
mography FFDM manufacturers have obtained clearance
from the Food and Drug Administration FDA for clinical
use. Recently, a large clinical trial25 found that the overall
accuracy of breast cancer detection by FFDM and by SFM
were comparable in the general patient population. However,
FFDM provided significantly higher accuracy in patients
with dense breasts. For CAD, FFDMs may provide the ad-
vantages of having higher signal-to-noise ratio SNR and
detective quantum efficiency DQE, wider dynamic range,
and higher contrast sensitivity than SFMs. Moreover, the de-
tection results of CAD systems for SFM have been found to
be inconsistent for repeated film digitization.26 The reproduc-
ibility of CAD systems can be improved with FFDM because
the film digitization step is eliminated. Commercial CAD
systems have been modified to be used with FFDMs. One
industry-sponsored study27 reported that a commercial CAD
system detected 97% of malignant clustered microcalcifica-
tions with 0.55 FP marks/image for FFDMs. This result is
similar to the reported FP rate of 0.5 marks/image for SFMs
by the same manufacturer. Another industry-sponsored
study28 reported that a CAD system achieved 100% sensitiv-
ity at about 2 FP marks/case four standard views in detect-
ing nine malignant MCCs on FFDMs. McLoughlin et al.29
reported a cluster detection sensitivity of 90% at about 1 FP
marks/image for a data set of 124 FFDMs containing 28
MCCs either benign or malignant for a noncommercial sys-
tem.
We have previously developed a CAD system for the de-
tection of MCCs on digitized SFMs.19,22,23 We are develop-
ing a CAD system for mammograms acquired by an FFDM
system. The methodology used for detecting MCCs on digi-
tized mammograms was adapted to FFDMs, and the system
parameters were retrained at stages that are sensitive to im-
age noise. The difference-image technique based on a box-
rim filter was used at the prescreening stage. At the FP re-
duction stage, a truncated sum-of-squares error function was
used to improve the efficiency and robustness of the training
of a convolution neural network CNN in our CAD system
for FFDMs. The effects of the FP reduction technique on the
sensitivity and the FP rate of our system were examined. To
evaluate the effects of preprocessing on microcalcification
detection, we also compared the performance of our CAD
system using GE-processed images as the input and using the
raw images as the input.Medical Physics, Vol. 33, No. 8, August 2006II. MATERIALS AND METHOD
A. Data sets
Institutional Review Board IRB approval was obtained
to collect the mammograms in the Department of Radiology
at the University of Michigan. The mammograms in this
study were acquired with a GE Senographe 2000D FFDM
system. The GE system has a CsI phosphor/a:Si active ma-
trix flat panel digital detector with a pixel size of 100 m
100 m and the raw images were acquired at
14 bits per pixel. The data set contained 96 cases with 192
images. All cases had two mammographic views: the cranio-
caudal CC view and the mediolateral oblique MLO view
or the lateral LM or ML view. The mammogram was as-
sessed by a Mammography Quality Standards Act MQSA
radiologist and a polygon was drawn to enclose each MCC.
The radiologist marked the clusters as c0, c1, c2, based on
the degree of concern. There were 96 c0 clusters in the data
set, of which 28 were proven by biopsy to be malignant and
68 were proven to be benign. In this study, we concentrated
on the detection rather than the classification of the
malignant/benign nature of the MCCs so that both malignant
and benign microcalcifications were considered to be posi-
tive cases. There were 8 c1 and 1 c2 marks that were not
biopsied or followed up and they were not counted as true
positives TPs or FPs in the evaluation. The distribution of
the sizes in mm for the c0 clusters, estimated as its longest
dimension of the bounding polygon, in our data set is shown
in Fig. 1a.
The GE-processed image was displayed on a workstation
at full resolution and the coordinates of individual microcal-
cifications in the image were manually identified. The
graphical user interface allowed windowing and zooming of
the displayed image to facilitate viewing, and a cursor was
available to mark the locations of individual microcalcifica-
tions. A total of 2127 microcalcifications were marked for
the biopsied clusters. The histogram of the number of manu-
ally identified microcalcifications per cluster is shown in Fig.
1b. The number of microcalcifications per cluster ranged
from 3 to 91, with a mean of 8.97 and a standard deviation of
3.15. Since the clusters with a large number of microcalcifi-
cations may cause large deviation of the estimated statistics
from the true statistics, we excluded the nine clusters with
greater than or equal to 30 microcalcifications in the calcu-
lation of the mean and standard deviation of microcalcifica-
tions per cluster.
The data set of 192 images was separated into two inde-
pendent, equal-sized subsets with the malignant cases
equally distributed. Each subset contained 48 cases with 96
images, of which 14 cases were malignant. Figure 1b
shows the histograms of the number of manually identified
microcalcifications per cluster for the two subsets. Twofold
cross validation was chosen for the training and testing of
our CAD system. Once the training with one subset was
completed, the parameters and all thresholds were fixed for
testing with the other subset. The training and test subsets
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overall detection performance was evaluated by averaging
the performances for the two test subsets.
Another data set of 108 cases with 216 FFDM images was
collected. These mammograms were negative for microcal-
cifications such that no clustered microcalcifications were
found based on review by experienced breast radiologists
although they may contain other mammographic abnormali-
ties such as soft tissue masses. This negative data set was
used to evaluate the FP cluster detection rate by our CAD
systems.
B. Methods
The computer vision techniques used for detecting MCCs
on digitized mammograms in our previous study was
adapted to FFDMs. The CAD system includes six stages: 1
preprocessing; 2 image enhancement; 3 segmentation of
individual microcalcification candidates; 4 FP reduction for
FIG. 1. a The distribution of the longest dimension of the clusters for the
data set of 192 images. Histogram of the number of microcalcifications per
cluster: b for the data set of 192 images and c for subsets 1 and 2.individual microcalcifications using rule-based classifiers
Medical Physics, Vol. 33, No. 8, August 2006and a CNN; 5 regional clustering of microcalcifications;
and 6 FP reduction for clustered microcalcifications using
stepwise LDA feature selection and classifier. The block dia-
gram of our CAD system is shown in Fig. 2. Details of each
stage will be described in this section.
1. Preprocessing
FFDMs are generally preprocessed with proprietary meth-
ods by the manufacturer of the FFDM system before being
displayed to radiologists in clinical practice. The image pre-
processing method used depends on the manufacturer of the
FFDM system. It has been reported that radiologists prefer
images from different FFDM manufacturers for different
mammographic reading tasks and for different lesion types
on FFDMs.30 A CAD system is also likely to be sensitive to
preprocessing methods to some degree. To develop a CAD
system which is less dependent on the FFDM manufacturer’s
proprietary preprocessing methods, we use the raw FFDM as
input to our CAD system. The input raw image is first sub-
jected to boundary segmentation using a two-step algorithm.
First, Otsu’s method31 is used to calculate a threshold and
binarize the original image. Second, an eight-connectivity
labeling method is used to identify the connected regions
below the threshold on the binary image. The connected re-
gion with the largest area will be considered to be the breast
region. Any area external to the breast region is trimmed.
Further steps are only applied to the segmented breast area to
reduce computation time.
Clinical mammograms are usually viewed in an inverted
FIG. 2. The block diagram of our CAD system for detection of microcalci-
fication clusters on FFDMs.mode of the raw images, namely, the background of the dis-
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grams have been preprocessed by GE’s proprietary proce-
dure. The pixel depth of clinical mammograms is 12 bits and
the background pixel values are zero. In order to process an
image in our CAD system with the same format as the clini-
cal mammograms, we applied an inverted logarithmic
transformation32 to the raw pixel values. The transformation
function is shown in Fig. 3a. Figure 3b shows a typical
raw image and Fig. 3c shows its gray-level histogram. The
transformed image and its gray-level histogram are shown in
Figs. 3d and 3e, respectively. The same transformation
was applied to the whole image, but the slope is inversely
proportional to the local raw pixel values. The denser lower
raw pixel value the breast area, the farther the pixel values
are stretched by the transformation, leading to a larger con-
trast enhancement on the transformed image. Thus, an adap-
tive contrast enhancement function that depends on the local
density has been incorporated in this transformation implic-
itly.
2. Image enhancement
Digital image enhancement techniques have been widely
used for enhancement of mammographic images.19,22,33–36
Specifically, enhancement of the contrast of the mammo-
graphic structures of interest is the primary concern. One of
the approaches is to apply a nonlinear enhancement function
to the spatial frequency components corresponding to the
mammographic structures of interest. Then the modified fre-
quency contents are used to reconstruct the image in order to
achieve enhancement of the lesions. In the enhancement
methods by Stahl et al.36 and Wei et al.,34 a nonlinear mul-
tiscale enhancement method based on hierarchically repeated
unsharp masking was used to enhance weakly contrasting
structures at multiple scales. In their methods, the detail co-
efficients in the transform domain represent the frequency
bands corresponding to the mammographic structures of in-
terest.
Chan et al.19,22 used a difference-image technique to en-
hance the signal-to-noise ratio SNR of the microcalcifica-
tions. A signal-enhancement filter is used to enhance the sig-
nal and smooth the random noise. A signal-suppression filter
is used to remove the signal and again smooth the random
noise. The two filtered images are then subtracted to produce
a difference image in which the low-frequency structured
background is removed and the high-frequency noise is sup-
pressed. The two filters can be combined to a bandpass filter
when they are both linear. With appropriate adjustment of the
filter kernel, the bandpass filter will enhance the frequency
contents of microcalcifications. In this study, we implement
the difference-image technique as a 88 box-rim filter. The
size of the box-rim filter was selected for mammograms of
100 m pixel size19,22 such that the spectrum peaks at
around 0.2 cycles/pixel. Thus the signals whose diameters
are about five pixels will be enhanced.
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In this step, our goal is to segment the individual micro-
calcification candidates signals. We classify the pixels in
the breast region into two classes: c1, pixels associated with
microcalcifications, and c2, pixels which are not associated
with microcalcifications. The histogram of the difference im-
age is determined and the gray-level values of the pixels in
the box-rim filtered difference image are used as the feature
to classify the pixels into c1 and c2. An image labeling tech-
nique is used to extract the signal. The procedure is per-
formed iteratively until the number of signals is within a
predefined range. For our CAD system for SFMs, this range
was chosen to be about 3000 to 4000. For FFDMs, it was
found by training that the range should be reduced to be-
tween 400 and 500. This may be attributed to the fact that the
FFDM difference images are less noisy than the digitized
SFM difference images, which was observed by comparing
the average root-mean-square rms noise in the background
regions of the two types of difference images. One major
noise component in the digitized SFMs may be contributed
by the digitization process.
The individual microcalcifications have higher SNR, on
average, than the background in their local area. A locally
adaptive gray-level thresholding method is used to refine the
signal candidates. The local rms noise within a square kernel
centered at the signal candidate location is estimated. The
central pixels of the kernel that contain the signal candidate
are excluded from the rms noise estimation. A pixel is re-
tained only if its value is larger than the mean pixel value by
a predefined multiple k of the rms noise, where k is the SNR
threshold. From our previous study for SFMs,19,22 the kernel
size must be sufficiently large to give a good estimate of the
local background noise fluctuation and was chosen to be
5151 pixels.
4. False positive reduction for individual
microcalcifications
In the FP reduction stage, the microcalcification candi-
dates are classified as either TP or FP using a combination of
rule-based feature classification and a trained CNN classifier.
Two features, namely, the area and the contrast of the micro-
calcification candidate, are first used to exclude small-area
signals that are likely to be noise and high-contrast signals
that are likely to be artifacts or large benign calcifications.
The area is calculated as the number of pixels segmented for
the candidate. The contrast is calculated as the peak pixel
value within the segmented signal region above the average
pixel value of the local background. The microcalcification
candidate is classified as FP if the area is less than three
pixels or the contrast is ten times higher than the background
rms noise to exclude large benign calcifications or artifacts.
We used the optimal architecture of CNN selected in our
previous study,23 but retrained the weights connecting the
nodes within the CNN for FFDMs. The CNN had one input
node group for a 1616-pixel 1.61.6 mm region of in-
terest ROI centered at a signal candidate, two hidden lay-
23
ers, and one output node a score between 0 and 1. All 14
2979 Ge et al.: Computer aided detection of microcalcifications on digital mammograms 2979FIG. 3. a The inverted logarithmic transformation function from the raw pixel value x to the transformed pixel value y. y= lnx0 /x for xxT, y=4095
−x for xxT, where x0 is the raw pixel value of the unattenuated beam, =833.67, =2.541, and xT=320. b A raw image 14 bit, c histogram of the
raw image, d a processed image 12 bit, and e histogram of the processed image.Medical Physics, Vol. 33, No. 8, August 2006
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the second hidden layer were fully connected. The kernel
sizes of the first group of filters between the input and the
first hidden layer were 55, and those of the second group
of filters between the first and second hidden layers were 7
7. The logistic sigmoid function was chosen as the activa-
tion function for both the hidden nodes and output nodes.
The choice of sum-of-squares error SSE function allows a
probabilistic interpretation of the CNN output.37 That is, the
CNN output may be interpreted as the probability of cor-
rectly classifying the input sample as a true microcalcifica-
tion ROI. Our CNN was previously trained using back-
propagation learning rule with an SSE function. The SSE
function has the disadvantage that any mislabeled samples or
outliers will send the network a large feedback signal during
training to drastically alter the weights. Although we have
carefully screened the training ROIs so that we do not expect
any mislabeled samples, some true microcalcifications may
be outliers because the gray-level variation of the surround-
ing background may be very large due to, for example, the
presence of other true microcalcifications in the ROI. Even
with an optimal CNN architecture, the learning curve can
oscillate drastically between iterations in the presence of
noisy training data. In this study, we used a truncated sum-
of-squares error function which prohibits the updating of
CNN weights when the absolute difference between the
CNN output and the target value is larger than a threshold.
The truncated sum-of-squares error function and the associ-
ated weight updating factor are illustrated in Fig. 4. At the
beginning of CNN training, it is expected that many samples
will produce large errors because the CNN weights are far
from their optimal values. After some training iterations,
however, large errors may indicate outliers. For this reason,
Medical Physics, Vol. 33, No. 8, August 2006the truncated sum-of-squares error function was not applied
until after a chosen number of iterations of the training.
When a given subset of the available data set was used for
training the CAD system, the cases in the subset were further
separated into a training set and a validation set for the train-
ing of the CNN classifier as shown in Fig. 5. The input
samples to the CNN classifier was 1616-pixel ROIs, each
of which was extracted with its center at either a true or false
signal. True positive ROIs were selected from the manually
identified individual microcalcifications which were within
the true clusters. For some clusters in our data set, the indi-
vidual microcalcifications were located very close together
so that a 1616-pixel ROI could include more than one
microcalcification. The additional microcalcifications within
FIG. 4. a Sum-of-squares error func-
tion, b truncated sum-of-squares er-
ror function, c, d weight updating
factors for a and b, respectively.
The weights between the second hid-
den layer and output layer are updated
as wn+1=wn−xj, where , , and
xj are the learning rate, weight updat-
ing factor and jth activation value
from previous layer, respectively.
FIG. 5. The data subsets for design of our CAD system. The data set was
separated into two independent subsets in a cross-validation training and
testing scheme. When a given subset is used for training of the CAD system,
the data were further separated into a training set and a validation set for
training the CNN classifier and the LDA classifier. The trained CAD was
then applied to the other subset for evaluation of its test performance. The
numbers of TP and FP ROIs for individual microcalcifications in each of the
training and validation sets for CNN training are shown.
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rounding the selected microcalcification. The ROIs contain-
ing more than six individual microcalcifications were ex-
cluded from the training. False positive ROIs were obtained
from the output of the adaptive gray-level local thresholding
step when the CAD system was applied to the training set.
Since there were more FPs than TP microcalcifications, we
randomly selected a subset of the FPs such that the numbers
of TP and FP ROIs were the same. The numbers of TP and
FP ROIs in each of the training and validation sets are shown
in Fig. 5. To reduce the effect of the orientation of the indi-
vidual microcalcification in the training, each ROI was ro-
tated 90°, 180°, and 270° and mirrored to generate eight
ROIs as the CNN training inputs. The rotation and mirroring
were not intended to generate more training samples but to
reduce the fluctuations due to the location and orientation of
the microcalcification in the ROI.
The accuracy for classification of true microcalcifications
and FPs was evaluated as the area under the fitted ROC
curve Az using the LABROC program. The Az, in combination
with a cost function based on the free-response ROC
FROC curve for cluster detection, for the validation set
within the training subset was used to guide the selection of
the CNN weights, as described below. The cost function was
defined as
C = 100u − l − 
l
u
sfdf ,
where l and u were the lower and upper limits of the FP
range of interest, respectively; f was the average number of
FP clusters per image obtained as described in the next sec-
tion and sf was the sensitivity at an FP rate of f .23 Figure 6
shows the mean-squared error and Az for both the training set
and validation set of subset 1 as a function of the training
iteration number. As shown in Fig. 6b, the validation Az
was improved from about 0.965 to 0.981 when the truncated
error metric was applied during training. The training of the
CNN was terminated if the mean-squared error was less than
0.005. We observed that after 90 iterations, both the mean-
squared curves and Az curves were almost flat. Therefore, we
could select any trained CNN after 90 iterations as the best
one in terms of classifying true ROIs and false ROIs. In this
study, we selected ten consecutive iterations within the same
training run in the flat region of the Az curve. The ten trained
CNNs were applied to the validation set for FP reduction.
The trained CNN was selected as the one with the median
value of the cost function C estimated from the ten FROC
curves.
Once the training with one subset was completed, the
CNN and other thresholds were fixed for testing with the
other subset. The training and test subsets were then
switched and the entire training process was repeated. The
overall detection performance was evaluated by averaging
the FP rates at the corresponding sensitivity levels along the
FROC curves for the two test subsets.
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for clustered microcalcifications
Finally, potential clusters are identified by a regional clus-
tering procedure19,38 based on the fact that true microcalcifi-
cations of clinical interest always appear in clusters on mam-
mograms. In this procedure, a region with a higher
concentration of potential signals is given a higher priority as
a starting region to grow a cluster. A dynamic clustering
algorithm identifies new members in the neighborhood and
updates the cluster centroid after each new member is added.
A potential signal is included as a member if it is within a
preselected distance threshold 5 mm from the current clus-
ter centroid. A cluster completes growing if no more poten-
tial signals in the neighborhood can satisfy the inclusion cri-
terion. A cluster is considered to be positive if the number of
its members is greater than three. Although the cluster cen-
troid is dynamically updated when new members are in-
cluded, the detected cluster regions are typically about 1 cm
in the long dimension. The process continues until no more
clusters can be grown in the breast region. The remaining
signals which are not found to be members of any potential
clusters will be considered as isolated noise objects and ex-
cluded.
In order to differentiate true clustered microcalcifications
from clusters of normal noisy structures, we extracted fea-
FIG. 6. Dependence of a the mean-squared error and b the Az on the
number of iterations for both the training and validation sets. In training
with the truncated sum-of-squares error function TSSE, the truncated
squared error function was applied after tenth iteration. When SSE was used
for training, both the training and validation Az values were lower.tures from each of the clusters found at the stage of regional
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density, the eccentricity, the moment ratio, and the axis ratio
features39 were first extracted for the individual microcalci-
fications in the cluster. To quantify the variation of these
visibility and shape descriptors in a cluster, the maximum,
the average, the standard deviation, and the coefficient of
variation ratio of the standard variation to the average of
each of these five features were then calculated for the clus-
ter. Another feature describing the number of microcalcifica-
tions in a cluster is also included, resulting in a set of 21
morphological features. A detailed description of these fea-
tures can be found in the literature.39
We also used features derived from the CNN output value
of each individual microcalcification in the cluster. These
features included the minimum, the maximum, and the mean
of the CNN output values in the cluster, and the average of
the first three highest CNN output values. A total of 25 fea-
tures 21 morphological features, 4 CNN features were ex-
tracted for each of the clusters. In order to obtain the best
feature subset and reduce the dimensionality of the feature
space to design an effective classifier, feature selection with
stepwise linear discriminant analysis LDA was applied.
Stepwise feature selection involves the selection of three pa-
rameters, namely, Fin, Fout, and tolerance. A discussion of
how these parameters are related to the feature selection pro-
cess and how they affect the performance can be found in the
literature.40 In this study, for a given training subset of 96
images, we first split the subset into a training set and a
validation set, each with 48 images, as shown in Fig. 5. An
appropriate set of parameters was selected by searching in
the parameter space for the combination of Fin, Fout, and
tolerance that could achieve the highest classification accu-
racy, in terms of Az, with a relatively small number of fea-
tures in the validation set. We then used the chosen set of Fin,
Fout, and tolerance parameters to select a final set of features
and LDA coefficients using the entire training subset of 96
images which contained 96 TP and over 500 FP clusters. The
trained classifier was applied to the test subset as an FP re-
duction step in the CAD system. Note that only a small sub-
set of the 25 features were selected see Sec. III during the
classifier design process.
6. Evaluation methods
Computerized detection of MCCs is a complicated task to
evaluate, because it involves objects with multiple
elements.41 The scoring method used in this study has been
described in detail in our previous study for SFMs.23 Briefly,
there are two sets of inputs to the automatic scoring program.
The first consists of the overlay files, in which the extent of
each MCC is drawn by an expert radiologist as a polygon.
The second consists of outputs of the automated microcalci-
fication detection program, which are the smallest rectangu-
lar bounding boxes enclosing the detected MCCs. The scor-
ing program automatically calculates the intersection of the
areas enclosed by these rectangles and the polygons. If the
ratio of the intersection area to either the rectangle or the
polygon area is more than 40%, as determined in the previ-
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sidered to be detected. If a polygon area intersects with more
than one rectangular region, only one TP finding is recorded.
The detection performance of the CAD system was as-
sessed by FROC analysis. FROC curves were presented on a
per-cluster and a per-case basis. For cluster-based FROC
analysis, the MCC on each mammogram was considered an
independent true object; the sensitivity was thus calculated
relative to 96 clusters in each of the two test subsets. For
case-based FROC analysis, the same MCC imaged on the
two-view mammograms was considered to be one true object
and detection of either or both clusters on the two views was
considered to be a TP detection; the sensitivity was thus
calculated relative to 48 clusters in each of the two test sub-
sets.
To evaluate the effect of the preprocessing methods on
microcalcification detection, we also trained a CAD system
using the GE-processed images as input. This CAD system
used the same methods as those described above for the raw
images except that the inverted logarithmic transformation
was not applied, and that the CNN was retrained specifically
for the GE-processed images to obtain the best performance.
The training and test subsets contained the same correspond-
ing cases as for the raw image subsets. The training and
testing were performed using the cross-validation method as
described above. The performance of the CAD system using
the GE-processed images as input was quantified by the av-
erage test FROC curve and compared with that using the raw
images. In addition, the CAD system trained with the raw
images as input was applied to the GE-processed images
without retraining, except that the inverted logarithmic trans-
formation was turned off, to evaluate the robustness of the
system against small differences in the image properties due
to preprocessing.
We also used the data set without clustered microcalcifi-
cations to evaluate the FP cluster detection rate on negative
cases. We applied the two trained CAD systems obtained in
the two-fold cross-validation scheme separately to the nega-
tive data set for FP detection. For a given CAD system, the
FP rate was determined by counting the detected clusters on
the negative mammograms while the detection sensitivity
was determined by counting the TP clusters on the test sub-
set. A test FROC curve was then derived by combining the
sensitivity from the test subset and the FP rate from the nega-
tive data set at the corresponding detection thresholds. After
the test FROC curve was determined separately for each of
the two CAD systems, the two test FROC curves were aver-
aged to obtain an overall FROC curve quantifying the test
performance of our approach to clustered microcalcification
detection on FFDMs.
The FROC curve captures the inherent tradeoff between
sensitivity and FP rate. Therefore, the FPs/image at a certain
sensitivity level is typically used as a performance measure.
However, the uncertainties stemming from the variations in
the data sets and the various processes in the detection sys-
tem being used are not estimated. Chakraborty and Berbaum
proposed the jackknife FROC JAFROC analysis42 for test-
ing the significance of the difference between two FROC
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the case, where the weights add up to unity.42 A figure-of-
merit FOM which involves the weighted combinations of
the ratings of detections is then defined to evaluate the per-
formance. If each case only has one lesion, the weights are
all unity and the FOM degenerates to the Wilcoxon statistic.
The analysis step of the JAFROC method follows the same
basic rationale as jackknife analysis of ROC data.42 We used
this method to test the statistical significance of the differ-
ence between the FROC curves in this study.
III. RESULTS
In our CAD system for FFDMs, the global threshold in
the segmentation stage and the CNN weights were retrained
as described above. We first evaluated the performance of the
system by comparing the test FROC curves without the CNN
and LDA classifiers. The FROC curves were generated by
varying the local SNR threshold in the range of 1.9 to 3.7.
Figure 7a shows that a cluster-based sensitivity of 98% can
be achieved at about 10 FPs/image for both subsets. At the
same FP rate, the system detected the cluster on at least one
view for all the cases 100% case-based sensitivity in both
test subsets as shown in Fig. 7b. The FP rate is high be-
cause many image structures cannot be differentiated from
individual microcalcifications at the global and local thresh-
FIG. 7. The test FROC curves from the two independent microcalcification
subsets for the CAD system without the FP reduction stages. FROC curves
were obtained by varying the local SNR thresholds and the FP rate was
estimated from the test subsets with microcalcification clusters. a Cluster-
based FROC curves and b case-based FROC curves.
Medical Physics, Vol. 33, No. 8, August 2006olding stages. The two rule-based features used in the CAD
system, the area and the gray-scale contrast of the microcal-
cification candidate, are not very effective in reducing FPs.
Five two CNN and three morphological and three one
CNN and two morphological features were selected from
the two independent training sets, respectively, for the LDA
classifier. With the CNN classifier and LDA classifier, the
performance of the CAD system can be substantially im-
proved. Figure 8 compares the test FROC curves with and
without the classifiers. The FP rates at cluster-based detec-
tion sensitivities of 70, 80, and 90 % are also summarized in
Table I. On average, the CNN and LDA classifiers reduced
the FP rate by 86, 74, and 72 %, at cluster-based detection
sensitivities of 70, 80, and 90 %, respectively, for the two
test subsets. An example of the microcalcification candidates
FIG. 8. The test FROC curves from the two independent microcalcification
subsets for the CAD system after FP reduction using the CNN and LDA
classifiers. FROC curves were obtained by varying LDA classifier threshold
and the FP rate was estimated from the test subsets with microcalcification
clusters. a Cluster-based FROC curves and b case-based FROC curves.
TABLE I. Comparison of the performance of the CAD system with and
without CNN and LDA classifiers at cluster-based detection sensitivities of
70, 80, and 90 %.
Sensitivity 70% 80% 90%
Test set 1 Without CNN and LDA 1.38 2.32 5.42
With CNN and LDA 0.27 0.86 1.47
Test set 2 Without CNN and LDA 1.63 2.56 5.25
With CNN and LDA 0.15 0.38 1.56
2984 Ge et al.: Computer aided detection of microcalcifications on digital mammograms 2984on a test mammogram after the segmentation stage is shown
in Fig. 9a. The detected MCCs at the output of the CAD
system are shown in Fig. 9b. As seen from Fig. 9b, most
of the FP microcalcifications were removed by our CNN and
LDA classifiers.
We evaluated the effect of the preprocessing methods on
microcalcification detection. Figure 10 shows the average
test FROC curves of the CAD systems using the 12-bit GE-
processed images as input and the CAD system using the
FIG. 9. a Microcalcification candidates after the segmentation stage. b
Detected microcalcification cluster at the output of the CAD system. The
gray-level mammogram is shown in Fig. 3c.
FIG. 10. Comparison of the average test FROC curves obtained from: 1
the CAD system using raw images as input and 2 the CAD system using
GE-processed images as input. a Cluster-based FROC curves and b case-
based FROC curves. The FP rates were estimated from the test subsets with
microcalcification clusters.
Medical Physics, Vol. 33, No. 8, August 200614-bit raw images as input, and the average FP rates at
cluster-based sensitivities of 70, 80, and 90 % are compared
in Table II. The FP rates were estimated from the test subsets
with microcalcifications. An average FROC curve was de-
rived from the FROC curves for the two test subsets by av-
eraging the FPs/images at the corresponding sensitivities.
When the FP rates were estimated from the negative data set
without clusters, the two CAD systems demonstrated some
differences at different FP ranges as shown in Table II and
Fig. 11.
We applied the JAFROC analysis for testing the signifi-
cance of the difference between the test FROC curves using
FP rates estimated from the negative data set generated by
the CAD system using raw images as input and the CAD
system using GE-processed images as input. The results are
summarized in Table III. The FOM from the output of the
JAFROC software was 0.83 and 0.87, respectively, on test
subsets 1 and 2 for the CAD system using raw images as
input, and 0.87 and 0.88, respectively, on the same subsets
for the CAD system using GE-processed images as input.
The difference between the FOM for our processed images
and that for the GE-processed images did not achieve statis-
tical significance p0.05 for both test subsets.
We also applied the CAD system trained for the raw im-
ages to the data set of the GE-processed images without re-
training and the inverted logarithmic transform of the gray
levels were turned off. Figure 11 and Table II show that the
CAD system achieved cluster-based sensitivities of 70, 80,
and 90 % at 0.06, 0.15, and 1.87 FPs/image, respectively,
when the FP rates were evaluated on the data set without
MCCs. As shown in Table III, the overall test performance
was not significantly different p0.05 from that of the
CAD system retrained for the GE-processed images for both
test subsets.
Figure 12 shows the effect of using the truncated sum-of-
squares error function in the training of the CNN classifier.
The CAD system using the CNN trained with the SSE error
function achieved cluster-based sensitivities of 70, 80, and
90 % at 0.22, 0.46, and 1.68 FPs/image, respectively. These
FP rates were higher than those obtained with the CNN
trained with the truncated sum-of-squares error function. The
TABLE II. Comparison of the cluster-based performance of the CAD systems
using raw images as input and that of the CAD systems using GE-processed
images as input. The FP rates were presented as the average from the two
test subsets at the corresponding sensitivity levels.
Sensitivity 70% 80% 90%
Raw FP based on abnormal set 0.21 0.61 1.49
FP based on negative set 0.15 0.31 0.86
FP based on negative set
CAD system using SSE
0.22 0.46 1.68
GE
processed
FP based on abnormal set 0.26 0.45 1.59
FP based on negative set 0.06 0.19 1.66
FP based on negative set
CAD system using raw
image input
0.06 0.15 1.87improvement in the detection performance by using the CNN
2985 Ge et al.: Computer aided detection of microcalcifications on digital mammograms 2985trained with the truncated sum-of-squares error function was
statistically significant p	0.05 for both test subsets. The
CNNs used in all other CAD systems evaluated in this study
were therefore trained with the truncated sum-of-squares er-
ror function.
The detection performance of a CAD system for malig-
nant clusters is more important than its performance for de-
tecting all clusters. Therefore, we also evaluated the detec-
TABLE III. Estimation of the statistical significance in the difference between
the FROC performance of the CAD system using the FFDM raw images as
input and that of the CAD system using GE-processed images as input. The
FROC curves with the FP rates obtained from the data set without MCCs
were compared. JAFROC software does not provide the standard deviation
for FOM.
FOM JAFROC
Test subset 1 Test subset 2
A. Raw image 0.83 0.87
B. GE processed 0.87 0.88
C. GE processed
CAD system from
raw images
0.87 0.89
p value for A and B 0.16 0.79
p value for B and C 0.59 0.27
FIG. 11. Comparison of the average test FROC curves obtained from: 1
the CAD system using raw images as input; 2 the CAD system using
GE-processed images as input; and 3 the CAD system using raw images as
input but applied to the GE-processed images without retraining. a Cluster-
based FROC curves and b case-based FROC curves. The FP rates were
estimated from the test subset negative for microcalcification clusters.Medical Physics, Vol. 33, No. 8, August 2006tion accuracy of our CAD system separately for malignant
MCCs and for benign MCCs. Figures 13a and 13b com-
pare the average cluster-based and case-based test FROC
curves for detection of malignant and benign clusters. The
CAD system achieved cluster-based sensitivities of 70, 80,
and 90 % at 0.07, 0.13, and 0.35 FPs/image, respectively, for
malignant clusters, as compared to 0.21, 0.39, and 1.22 FPs/
image, respectively, for benign clusters. All malignant clus-
ters were detected by the CAD system on at least one view
100% case-based sensitivity at an average of 0.25 FPs/
image.
IV. DISCUSSION
FFDM systems from several manufacturers have obtained
FDA approval for clinical use. In these systems, the absorbed
x-rays produce electric charges in the detector either directly
or indirectly, and the charges arising from many x-rays inci-
dent on a detector element are accumulated to produce a
signal measurement. The two-dimensional image obtained
from these measurements on the detector is generally re-
ferred to as the raw image. Since the raw pixel values are a
linear function of the absorbed x-ray charges, the signal
range between different digital detectors can be normalized
linearly with respect to each other. However, each FFDM
FIG. 12. Comparison of the average test FROC curves for the CAD systems
using CNN trained with SSE sum-of-squares error function and TSSE
truncated sum-of-squares error function. The CAD system using the raw
images as input was used and the FP rates were estimated from the mam-
mograms negative for microcalcification clusters. a Cluster-based FROC
curves and b case-based FROC curves.manufacturer has designed their own proprietary preprocess-
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cessed images from different FFDM manufactures can differ
in the image properties.30 Thus it is important to develop a
CAD system using raw images as the input to reduce one of
the major differences between mammograms produced by
different FFDM systems. In this study we applied an inverted
logarithmic transformation32 to the raw pixel values. The his-
tograms of a typical raw image and the inverted logarithmic
transformed image are shown in Figs. 3b and 3e, respec-
tively. Since GE did not publish their proprietary FFDM pre-
processing method officially, we do not know whether the
transformed raw images are different from the GE-processed
images only by a thickness correction at the breast periphery.
Thus it is prudent to investigate how much difference in
CAD performances there is between the inverted logarithmic
transformed raw images and the GE-processed images and
how sensitive the trained CAD system is to these two pro-
cessing methods. As shown in Fig. 10, our results showed
that there is only a minor difference between the inverted
logarithmic transformed raw images and the GE-processed
images either with cluster-based or case-based FROC curves.
This demonstrates that our CAD system may be easily
adapted to raw images from other manufacturers’ FFDM sys-
tems, using a user-controllable preprocessing method such as
the inverted logarithmic transformation with properly chosen
FIG. 13. Comparison of the average test FROC curves for benign and ma-
lignant cases. The CAD system using the raw images as input was used and
the FP rates were estimated from the mammograms negative for microcal-
cification clusters. a Cluster-based FROC curves and b case-based FROC
curves.parameters. Nevertheless, the additional effects of differ-
Medical Physics, Vol. 33, No. 8, August 2006ences in pixel size and noise properties of different FFDM
systems on lesion detection will remain an area of future
investigation.
To evaluate the robustness of the CAD system trained
with raw images as input, we applied the system to the GE-
processed images without retraining, except that the inverted
logarithmic transformation was turned off. It was found that
the performance of the system was comparable to that re-
trained using the GE-processed images. The performance
was also similar to that obtained using the raw images as
input. This result indicates that our CAD system does not
need to be retrained to accommodate differences between
these two processing methods. Whether it is necessary to
retrain our CAD system for processed FFDMs from other
manufacturers still needs to be investigated when data sets
are available to us in the future.
For the CNN, the computation cost per iteration is high
and increases as the number of weights increases. The con-
vergence is slow if the conventional back-propagation train-
ing algorithm is used. Many methods43–45 have been pro-
posed for accelerating the convergence of the back-
propagation algorithm. These methods include proper
weights initialization,43 learning rate adaptation,44 and train-
ing with momentum terms.45 These methods can be applied
to CNN to reduce the training cost. There are also many
methods46,47 for improving the generalization ability of arti-
ficial neural networks. In this study, we adopted a truncated
sum-of-squares error function to reduce the large oscillations
of the weights being updated, and thus to improve the train-
ing efficiency and the generalization ability of the trained
CNNs. We observed that the CNN converged within 100
iterations and the Az of the validation set increased substan-
tially as demonstrated in Fig. 6. When the sum-of-squares
error function was used, the training Az required a much
larger number of iterations 300 to reach 0.999 whereas
the validation Az could not reach as high a level as that
obtained from the truncated error function even after over
300 iterations.
Several clinical trials of breast cancer screening have been
conducted to compare FFDM with SFM in screening
populations.25,48–50 Due to important differences in various
factors, such as the mammographic equipment, the study de-
sign, the sample sizes, and the reader experience, these clini-
cal trials arrived at different conclusions about the advan-
tages or disadvantages of FFDM in comparison to SFM
systems. Since the detection of cancers with a computerized
program can also be affected by the image properties of the
mammograms, it is important to conduct studies to compare
the performance of CAD systems between FFDMs and
SFMs.
Most of the cases we collected for the project were not
clinically normal. We used a set of mammograms that may
contain soft-tissue masses but are negative with respect to
clustered microcalcifications to evaluate the FP rate of the
microcalcification detection system. The “truth” that a mam-
mogram in this negative set did not contain clustered micro-
calcifications was based on review by experienced breast ra-
2987 Ge et al.: Computer aided detection of microcalcifications on digital mammograms 2987diologists. We did not have the follow-up results for many of
the mammograms in this negative data set. There is a possi-
bility that some of our negative mammograms may contain
clusters that are visible to the radiologists only in retrospect,
if they are detected on a follow-up examination. Such a clus-
ter, if detected by our CAD system, may no longer be con-
sidered as an FP. Therefore, follow-up for the negative mam-
mograms may decrease the number of FP marks that were
counted in this study, which means that the FP rate from
these negative mammograms may be slightly overestimated
and the FROC curve may be somewhat pessimistically bi-
ased.
V. CONCLUSION
In this work, we developed a CAD system for MCCs
which uses the raw FFDMs as the input. Our previous CAD
system that was developed on digitized screen-film mammo-
grams was adapted to FFDMs. With the use of truncated
sum-of-squares error metric, the training of CNN could be
accelerated and the classification performance on the test
subsets was improved. The CNN in combination with a LDA
classifier could substantially reduce FPs with a small tradeoff
in sensitivity. The CAD system achieved a cluster-based sen-
sitivity of 70, 80, and 90 % at 0.21, 0.61, and 1.49 FPs/
image, respectively. For case-based performance evaluation,
a sensitivity of 70, 80, and 90 % were achieved at 0.07, 0.17,
and 0.65 FPs/image, respectively. The corresponding FP
rates were 0.15, 0.31, and 0.86 FPs/image for cluster-based
detection when the FP rates were estimated using negative
mammograms without microcalcifications. Further study is
underway to improve the CAD system using a larger data
set. In addition, we will incorporate joint two-view
information51 for FP reduction in our CAD system for
FFDMs.
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